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Abstract. We prove that, under mild regularity conditions, the magnetic
Schrodinger semigroup generated by H0(

<Ά) = ^Yj(ίdj — aj}
2 has its range inside

j

the bounded continuous functions. We also give a counterexample for the
general case.

1. Definition. Let a e L?OC(RV, R v) such that diva (distributional divergence) is in
Lfoc(]Rv). The magnetic Schrodinger semigroup is defined by the Feynman-Kac-Itό
formula (see [1, Sects. 14-16] for an early review)

where

(/, exp(- ίίf0(a))g) = ί exp(F(ω, t))f(ω(0))g(ω(t))dμo(ω),
Ω

F(ω9t)=-i } a(ω(s)) dω-(i/2) } {div a) (ω(s))ds.
s=0 s=0

Here μ0 is full Wiener measure (the product of Wiener space with Lebesgue
measure on the starting points) and the stochastic integral is taken in the sense of
Itό.

2. Gauge Invariance. If a is increased by a gradient Vλ, the semigroup and its
generator are transformed isometrically via multiplication by Qxp(iλ). It follows
that the spectrum does not change. More precisely, we have

2.1. Theorem [2, p. 168]. Let α, b eLfoc(Rv,Rv) and suppose that curlα = curlfr.
Then H0(a) is closable in L2 if and only if H0(b) is. Moreover,

Qxp{iλ)H0(a) exp( - iλ) = H0(b). D

3. Smoothing. We now consider a e L2

0C such that a2 e Kι°c (see e.g. [3, p. 453] for a
definition and a review of properties).
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3.1. Theorem. Let aeL2

0C such that a2eKι

v

oc, divα = 0. Then exp( —ίH0(a)) maps
U°c\L2 into Cb(Rv), the bounded continuous functions.

Proof. Let KclRv be compact, 0<s<t, feL^nL2. By the Feynman-Kac-Itό
formula,

||exp(-ίi3r

o(a))/-exp(-sHo)exp(-(ί-s)iίo(a))/|| jK,αo

κ ( exp - i f a(ω(σ)) dω(σ)) -exp( - i J a(ω(σ)) dω(σ))) f(ω(t))
LV V σ=O / V °=s )) JxeK

^supE x

xeK |_

J α(ω(σ)) dω(σ]
σ = O

= p
\xeK

• dω(s)

1/2

Ί
1/2

J a2(ω(s))ds
σ=O

>0 as

since a2eK\oc.
Hence we have established exp( — tH0(a))f to be a limit of continuous

functions, uniformly on compact sets.
Note that the restriction feL2 is superfluous if the appropriate definition of

exp( — tH0(a)) in L00 as the dual of the strongly continuous L1-semigroup is
adopted. •

3.2. Remark. This is a partial answer to the question on page 491 of [3]. The
following example is another part of the answer.

3.3. Counterexample. Consider the discontinuous function

xyz
,|3 '

Then F/leL?0C(R3,]R3), but
range contains discontinuous functions.

= exp(U)exp(-ίHo)exp(-i7), so its
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